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Abstract

Outdoor sensor-based operation of autonomous
robots has revealed to be an extremely challenging
problem, mainly because of the difficulties
encountered when attempting to represent the many
uncertainties which are always present in the real
world. These uncertainties are primarily due
to sensor imprecisions and unpredictability of the
environment, i.e., lack of full knowledge of the
environment characteristics and dynamics. Two
basic principles, or philosophies, and their associated
methodologies are proposed in an attempt to remedy
some of these difficulties. The first principle
is based on the concept of "minimal model" for
accomplishing given tasks and proposes to utilize
only the minimum level of information and precision
necessary to accomplish elemental functions of
complex tasks. This approach diverges completely
from the direction taken by most artificial vision
studies which conventionally call for crisp and
detailed analysis of every available component in the
perception data. The paper will first review the
basic concepts of this approach and will discuss its
pragmatic feasibility when embodied in a behaviorist
framework. The second principle which is proposed
deals with implicit representation of uncertainties
using Fuzzy Set Theory-based approximations and
approximate reasoning, rather than explicit (crisp)
representation through calculation and conventional
propagation techniques. A framework which merges
these principles and approaches is presented, and its
application to the problem of sensor-based outdoor
navigation of a mobile robot is discussed. Results
of navigation experiments with a real car in actual
outdoor environments are also discussed to illustrate
the feasibility of the overall concept.

1. Introduction

A significant research activity has taken place
over the past two decades in the area of autonomous
mobile robot navigation. Several successful
applications have been reported in which robots
showed robust sensor-based navigation features
in non-laboratory, although fairly well structured,
corridor-type environments such as hospitals,
energy producing and manufacturing plants, and/or
warehouses (e.g., see [1], [2], [3],[4], etc.). One of the
greatest challenges now facing the research community
is to extend the domains of application of autonomous

sensor-based navigation to the general class of
unstructured environments, i.e., environments which
are generally dynamic, not fully known a priori, and
typically unpredictable. The paramount complexity of
the sensor-based navigation problem in unstructured
environments arises mainly from the uncertainties
which exist and become pervasive in the overall
system (which includes the robot and its surrounding
domain). In addition to the typical sensor inaccuracies
(there are no such things as "perfect" sensors), the
dynamics and unpredictability of the environment
generate very large uncertainties in the perception
and reasoning systems, i.e., it becomes impossible
to generate complete or exact models of the system
(robot and environment) and/or of its behavior. These
uncertainties, in turn, typically propagate through
the control systems and lead to further inaccuracies
or errors (e.g., in the robot position, in the sensor
orientation, etc.) which compound the problem by
increasing the uncertainties on the perception, etc. In
these conditions, the overall cost (time, computational
needs, computing resource, etc.) of achieving the type
of precision which was common in structured and
static environments jumps by orders of magnitude,
either from a requirement for much more refined
sensors and perception data, or from the need for very
time- and computational-expensive methods such as
uncertainty analysis and propagation techniques. The
impact of this cost increase is particularly important
for real-time systems (where real-time is defined as the
guarantee of producing a response within a prescribed
amount of time), which become much more difficult
to design, if not impractical to implement in realistic
situations.

Humans on the other hand, seem to handle/cope
very well with such uncertain and unpredictable
environments, often relying on approximate or
qualitative data and reasoning to make decisions
and to successfully accomplish the desired objectives
of their tasks. Furthermore, humans seem to
gather information in what we will refer to as the
"approximate first" fashion: they look for and/or
perceive first some "general-type" information, of
a symbolic, iconic, approximate, or even "blurry"
nature, and then progressively focus their perception
on details, particular regions, or further precision as
they judge is needed to supplement the "general"
information. This is quite opposed to the approach
which conventional artificial vision techniques seem
to pursue; i.e., precision-based analysis of every
piece of data acquired is performed first (e.g., every
pixel in every region of every image produced by



a CCD camera), followed by progressive extraction
of more and more "general" information through
successive applications of "crisp" mathematical
models (e.g., finders of edges, regions, geometric
properties, etc.), with each extractive pass generating
more "general" but also "approximate" information
because of the cumulative propagation of the basic
uncertainties present on the original data. In
other words, humans seem to perceive and reason
using information cycles progressing as required from
"general and blurry" to "precise and detailed," while
conventional artificial perception systems seem to
operate using the opposite direction, from "detailed
analysis of every data" to "general" information
extraction.

Although we concede that full duplication,
simulation, or even emulation of the characteristics
of human perception and reasoning are very far from
being accomplished, and their underlying process
are equally far from being fully understood, we
believe that the observations above may point to two
directions of research for sensor-based "intelligent"
machines which seem to fall in horizons diametrically
opposed to most of the directions conventionally
followed today. These two research directions revolve
around (1) the need for, and use of, minimal models
in accomplishing tasks, i.e., models based on the
minimal levels of information (e.g., with respect to
quantity, precision, etc.) that are required to reach
a goal, and (2) the need for, and almost exclusive
use of, approximate reasoning in percept ion-based
decision making. Again, we believe that solutions may
be far away for these problems which are currently
in their infancy, and therefore the objective of this
paper is limited to only presenting further thoughts
on the observations above, while illustrating possible
or promising avenues for corresponding research
directions using some results of our recent experiments
in sensor-based outdoor vehicle navigation.

2. Need for Minimal Models

One of the significant features which humans
exhibit when they reason, is their capability to
rapidly make trade-offs among various aspects of their
inferencing. In particular, humans are very apt at
trading the quantity and precision of the information
which they could acquire or derive (but chose not to),
for some other characteristics of the reasoning process
which they deem much more essential in accomplishing
their objectives. Speed of acheiving a decision, for
example, is one of the most intuitively known factors
for which humans will trade-off precision or quantity
of information. They are of course many other factors
which humans will trade-off in their reasoning, but for
the sake of analogy with real-time sensor-based robotic
systems, speed versus quantity and/or precision will
be the focus of the discussions in this paper.

It is interesting to note that people who
are consistantly successful in resolving previously
uaencountered challenges in changing environments
are those who accept to deliberately perform, change
and/or adapt their reasoning trade-offs and their
trade-off strategies to correspond to the situation

at hand; i.e., they consistently look for a reasoning
strategy that has a chance of solving the problem,
find what the "right amount" of information to
implement that reasoning is, and then adapt their
information gathering process to focus (and generally,
in an exclusive fashion) on acquiring that particular
information. The k»y, therefore, to successfully
and consistently accomplishing objectives over a
variety of tasks in real-time conditions, seem to
consist in finding what "the minimal amount"
of information needed to reach the desired goals
is, and what other non-essential process can be
traded-off so that focus or priority can be given to
acquiring the essential information first. For robotic
systems to operate in unstructured environments,
this translates into capabilities to (1) select, on a
task dependent basis, the minimal information, be
it qualitative or quantitative, that can be assembled
(with available resources or from memory) and is
needed to reach any decision that would satisfy the
goal and (2) process that information, with a reasoning
scheme commensurate with the acquired qualitative or
quantitative information, to produce a decision that
meets the objective. It is clear that the selected
"reasoning scheme" also is a part of the needed
information, and therefore becomes an integral part of
the "minimal model" necessary to successfully reach
the objective.

Note that in this context, the notion of optimality
of an "intelligent machine" may diverge significantly
from the conventional concept of optimization with
respect to time, length, etc., typically studied in
robotic systems, and instead would become an
indication of the percentage of times for which
objectives have been reached, i.e., for which a
successful trade-off strategy has been found among the
multitude of available data and methods. Futhermore,
if longevity and survivability are some of the
desired characteristics of future "intelligent robots,"
a 100% successful trade-off capability becomes the
implementation goal for these systems (as opposed,
for example, to the goal of acquiring 100% of
possibly available data, for every task and/or for every
memorized reasoning scheme).

Clearly, capability (1) above with an "optimal" or
even "near optimal" ranking, is a very far away goal,
and may require decades of research, prior to reaching
practical implementation. The concept however
brings up a clear direction for future developments:
systems that can perform systematic search for the
minimal information sets that are needed for given
tasks, appear to be essential components of future
versatile "intelligent" machines, and basic research
toward developing such systems need to proceed with
a fresh look or a fresh approach with regard to
what requirements such systems place on artificial
perception. To illustrate this statement and provide
one simple example of what a minimal model may
be for a specific task, consider the problem of a
camera-equipped mobile robot having to follow a
moving object such as another robot, a person, or a
vehicle, while maintaining a safe separation distance:
the conventional artificial vision approach consisting
in analyzing first every pixel of the image and every



detail of the car and of the background environment
seems quite an inefficient perception procedure since
the only desired information for the task is the
approximate size in the image plane of the "form"
which is ahead and which has "approximately this
color" and a red "blob" on each side (the stop
lights). On the other hand, if the system could first
acquire an indication of the "approximate color" and
of the approximate size in the image plane of this
colored "form," and then determine its approximate
size variation and variation trend (e.g., it increases
slowly, decreases rapidly, etc.), or if the red "blobs"
become brighter, then this level of information would
be sufficient to take appropriate control actions (which
could also be expressed qualitatively as speed up,
slow down, etc.) relative to the task. Extracting
this high information content data directly from
images (without analyses requiring successive passes
of pixel by pixel processing of the entire image) is
not feasible with any conventional system today and
is one of the items that we argue is necessary to
put "intelligent machines" on a better footing for
operation in changing and unstructured environments
through the use of minimal models.

3. Need for Approximate Reasoning

From the discussion of the previous section, it is
clear that the information to be processed during the
reasoning phase may appear in either quantitative or
qualitative form. Furthermore, significant uncertainty
ranges may be associated with the data, be it of
a quantitative or qualitative nature. Methods for
representing, encoding, and processing quantitative
data are quite advanced today with the computer
technology explosion. This is not the case, however,
for qualitative data or information, for which neither
representation, encoding nor processing methods are
formally or firmly established.

Qualitative reasoning (also termed approximate
reasoning) refers to a set of methodologies which
have been developed to provide decision-making
capabilities in systems where all uncertainties cannot
be fully engineered away (e.g., there are limits on
maximum sensor precision, on the predictability of
the environment, etc.). These methodologies attempt
to capture some aspects of the reasoning methods
typically exhibited by humans when controlling
systems; i.e., they aim at implicitly incorporating
uncertainties in the information gathering
and reasoning processes, rather than explicitly
determining and propagating them through numerical
calculations or representations. Several approximate
reasoning theories and associated mathematical
algebra have been developed over the past two decades
(e.g., see methods and references in [1]), the most
commonly used today for applications to control
systems being Zadeh's Theory of Fuzzy Sets [6]-[8].
This theory is at the be^is of very successful
implementations varying from control of subway cars,
elevators, cement kilns, washing machines, cameras
and camcorders, inverted pendulums, to painting
processes and color image reconstruction, to even
ping-pong playing robots [9]-[15].

One of the important factors which have prevented
the wide-spread utilization of approximate reasoning
methodologies in real-time systems has
been the unavailability of computer hardware allowing
processing and inferencing directly in terms of
approximate or linguistic, or "fuzzy" variables
(e.g., far, fast, slow, left, faster, etc.) and approximate
rules (e.g., if obstacle is close, then go slower;
if temperature is high and pressure is increasing,
then decrease power a lot, etc.). Prospective
implementations thus had to rely on simulation of
the approximate reasoning schemes on conventional
hardware and computers based on "crisp" processing.
The result was a significant penalty in speed of
operation, typically prohibiting applications in most
"hard real-time" systems. Over the last half
decade, however, several innovations have allowed
some breaching of this gap; in particular, unique
computer boards have recently been developed which
use custom-designed VLSI chips (e.g., see [16] and
[17]) that can be programmed to directly communicate
and interface in terms of qualitative variables and
rules. Such hardware developments may prove
extremely useful in supporting the developments
needed in the area of approximate reasoning for
real-time "intelligent" machines, however much needs
to be done in augmenting these systems with
respect to qualitative memory management, input
interfacing (e.g., with speech for linguistic processes)
and hardware compatibility (e.g., with motors,
actuators, etc.). Nevertheless, a definite trend
toward incorporating some type of qualitative or
approximate reasoning capability in sensor-based
"intelligent systems" is quite apparent today and
should benefit the development directions mentioned
above.

4. Some Observations from
Experiments in Outdoors
Vehicle Navigation

The problem of autonomous mobile robots
navigating in outdoor (a priori unknown and
unpredictable) environments was selected as a
paradigm for research on qualitative reasoning systems
with minimal models because its characteristics rank
very high on the list of criteria that typically indicate
suitability of a reasoning problem for representation
using qualitative logic and resolution using trade-offs.

• The input to the control system, particularly when
provided by sonar range finders and odometry
wheel encoders, is inaccurate, sparse, uncertain
and/or unreliable.

• No complete mathematical representation exists
of the process termed "navigation," although,
as demonstrated by humans, a logic for this
process exists which can typically be represented
and successfully processed in terms of linguistic
variables.

• The approximations involved in the numerical
representation of the system and its environment
(e.g., geometric representations, map discretization
in grid, etc.) are significant.



• By its given nature the behavior of an outdoor
environment is unpredictable, leading to large
uncertainties in its representation and frequent
need for trade-off of speed vs. precision.

Several research groups have studied approximate
reasoning techniques, in particular fuzzy logic, to
mimic human reasoning capabilities in navigation
tasks (e.g., see Refs. 18 to 22). In all these
applications, the sensor-based decision-making
process has been implemented as a set of fuzzy
rules which, together, express the desired navigation
decisions of the robot for various combinations of
the input data. Very successful results have been
achieved when the number and complexity of the
rules were small. When these increased, however,
and/or the perception system grew more sophisticated
(i.e., more sensory input data is provided), the typical
difficulties encountered with large rule base systems
emerged: the lack of established formalism for the
development of rule bases — in particular with
respect to completeness, interaction, and redundancy
of the rules — made the actual coding of the fuzzy
rules an iterative empirical process, requiring lengthy
trial-and-error experiments.

In an attempt to alleviate this general shortcoming
of rule-base system development, we recently proposed
a "Fuzzy Behaviorist" approach which provides a
formalism for the development of fuzzy rule systems
for the behavior-based control of autonomous robots.
The basic premises underlying our proposed Fuzzy
Behaviorist approach and its particular features
pertinent to the development of the sensor-based
navigation systems have been presented in detail in
[22], [23], and [24]. With these features, rule bases
representing sets of elemental fuzzy behaviors can
be very easily generated. In fact, an automated
system which embodies the formalism described above
to automatically generate the fuzzy rules from a
"symbolic" (using linguistic terms) description of the
behaviors has been developed and is reported in a
companion paper [25]. As will be illustrated in this
paper, basic rule bases can also be directly augmented
with additional behaviors if the need arises to handle
situations of increasing complexity. In this case,
however, a very important aspect of the formalism
which needs to be emphasized here is the requirement
for independence and non-overlapping of the full
strength regions of the behaviors. Thu often leads to
the newly added behaviors having to "suppress," or
to "be suppressed by," some of the existing behaviors
in one or more regions of the input space. This
requirement simply expresses the fact that for a single
output control, only one "full strength" action can be
commanded for any given point (stimulus) in the input
space. This concept of suppression of behaviors and
the related concept of inhibition are treated in details
in [25].

Using the automated fuzzy rule generation system,
a variety of rule bases were generated (e.g., see [21],
[22], [23], [24], [25]) for the sensor-based navigation
of mobile robots in a priori unknown environments.
Each rule base corresponded to a particular reasoning
strategy for navigation [24],[25], and was tested in

experiments using actual robots. The experiments
involved both indoor and outdoor environments, and
progressed from simple goal tracking navigation in
laboratory-type situations to sensor-based driving of
a car in nan-a priori set up parking lot conditions,
and from platforms with omnidirectional capabilities
to robots with complex car-like kinematics including
non-holonomic constraints. Very noteworthy is
the fact that the same goal-tracking and obstacle
avoidance fuzzy rule bases could be used as the basic
set of navigation behaviors on any of the robots
in any of the experimental environments studied,
with the switch from one experiment to the other
requiring only addition of simple, "human-like,"
supplemental behaviors to take into account the
particular conditions of the experiment (e.g., the
limited radius of turn of a car vs. the omnidirectional
motion capability of the laboratory robot; the size of
the outdoor car vs. that of the indoor robot; etc.).
Also noteworthy are the facts that the same ultrasonic
range finding-based perception system was used in all
experiments and that this perception system provides
very sparse and uncertain distance data to the
reasoning system. The reader is referred to Refs. 21
to 25 for detailed descriptions of these numerous tests
and experiments which — and this aspect is important
to note — involved only reactive navigation, i.e., no
memory or information storage of any type was used
in the reasoning system.

A variety of lessons and observations can be drawn
from these experiments, and some relevant to the
topics dealt with here are listed and/or discussed
below.

• The entire navigation code or scheme consist of less
than 20 fuzzy rules. Compared to the 30,000+ lines
of "crisp" coding which were previously utilized
to accomplish the same task, the efficiency and
gain in code development time, code and data
storage space, etc., of the approach seems to be
undisputable in this respect.

• Moreover, our observations showed the
approximate reasoning scheme to be much more
robust and reliable than the previously used
"crisp" codes when faced with sensor inaccuracies
and environmental uncertainties. This seems to
clearly support the claim that, for situations where
precision is not the primary goal, robotic tasks
can not only be very efficiently accomplished using
an approximate reasoning scheme, but also can be
made more robust with respect to uncertainties
through an implicit "folding" of these uncertainties
within the approximate variables of the reasoning
scheme.

• As illustrated through the various experiments
involving small omnidirectional and indoor robots
and/or an outdoor car, approximate reasoning
schemes can be built to embody very generic
functions, i.e., neither the sensory data nor the
code itself needs to be specifically developed
for a particular robotic platform. This seems
to indicate that, contrary to what is typically
obtained with "crisp" logic codes, approximate
reasoning schemes need not be system-specific but



rather can be function-specific, i.e., they can really
embody a reasoning strategy rather than a specific
instantiation of the strategy.

• Furthermore, not only does this genericity
of the approximate reasoning schemes provide
straight-forward transportability of codes among
various systems with similar perception and motion
means, but it also points out that for such sets
of robots, trade-offs in reasoning strategies depend
and can be done mainly on the basis of the task to
be performed. Additionally, the trade-off can take
place rather independently of which robot system
will perform the task.

• A significant consequence of this genericity of
approximate reasoning schemes is of course their
scale up capability. As shown in the experiments,
basic navigation schemes could be augmented
and/or enhanced with additional behaviors without
rewriting the previously tested behaviors. The gain
in development time resulting from this property of
approximate reasoning schemes is expected to be
substantial.

• Although the precise position of the goal was
specified to the robot at the start of the run and
was used to stop the task when the robot arrived
within a given threshold distance of the goal, only
the approximate directionto the goal was utilized in
the approximate reasoning scheme for navigation.
In other words, the precise indication of the goal
does not appear essential for the large part of the
task which is navigation motion, but instead, only
a minimal amount of approximate information (the
approximate direction value) is sufficient, which
seems to support the minimal model conjecture.

• Also with respect to the minimal model concept,
it should be noted that the sparsity of the
data typically utilized with approximate reasoning
schemes really is somewhat misleading. This
sparsity is only apparent at the time scale of
one sampling period. If investigated over time,
however, a very large part of the environment
is sampled since the robot, and consequently
the sensors, are translating and rotating. This
obviously brings the question of trade-off between
the type of information which is minimally needed
at the sampling rate vs. that which is minimally
needed at the overall task rate. It is clear that
in making the trade-offs, consideration must be
given to the amount of information that will result
from accumulation over time of the data, rather
than simply snap-shot type of information. We
believe that the answer to this question is the
key to a method for systematically estimating
task-specific or function-specific minimal models,
and developments in this area are the focus of our
on-going work.
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